
Application Example

StudioThe Requirement
A live digital mixer that can double up as a recording desk for tracking and controlling the 
DAW. The mixer must connect directly to the DAW avoiding the hassle of wiring and 
configuring third party interfaces, and facilitate low-latency foldback monitoring to the 
recording room.

The Solution
GLD’s range of audio networking cards include Dante and Waves SoundGrid options which 
are both ideal for multitrack recording and playback. The mixer is also used as a DAW 
controller thanks to the custom MIDI strips and the DAW Control driver for Mac OS X.
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A further AudioRack is located in a separate 
room for recording vocals or solo instruments.

The DAW Control driver for OS X maps 
physical MIDI strip controls to track levels, 

mutes and solos.

ME-1 mixers are used for personal foldback cues to the recording room, where 
musicians can mix up to 40 sources locally. ME-1s can be daisy chained or 
connected to a standard PoE switch for audio & power distribution. Channel names 
are automatically received from the GLD.
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Performers who prefer a touch interface can control 
their own mix via the iPad GLD OneMix app.
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The M-Waves option card connects to the Mac or PC network port over 
Cat5. The free SG Driver is ASIO & Core Audio compliant, ensuring 

compatibility with all major DAWs including Pro Tools, Logic and Cubase.
Waves Audio’s acclaimed plugins can be used to further enhance the GLD 

array of FX and dynamics.
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Cat5 cabling means modern studios 
already have the infrastructure to 

accommodate the mixing system.
Digital audio is virtually immune to noise 
and interference, which greatly improves 

audio quality and reduces costs.
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